Mahmoud Abbas Governmental Hospital- Halhul

**Location:** Hebron-Halhul

**Owner:** Ministry of Health

**Finance:** Italian Govern

**Client:** Ministry of Health

**Value:** 5,276,000 $

**Starting On:** 2018-August

**Ending On:** October 2020

**Duration:** 2 Years

**Project Description:**
Halhul Hospital consists of 58 beds with approximate area 6320.66 m2 distributed on 4 floors (Basement, Ground, First, and second Floor), with total area 5132, located in the west of Halhul city and North west from the Halhul Municipality, the site located on a flat hill 1000m height from the sea level. The overall purpose of this project is to meet its people increasing demand on the health service, especially in Halhul that has big population, and to increase the clinical capacity providing well-designed Hospitals, so the Ministry of Health "Contracting Authority" in Collaboration with Italian Government (MAE-DGCS) "Donor" intend to construct
this Hospital (Halhul Hospital).